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An underwater ballet of sorts, manta rays seemingly glide beneath
the sea at night. Photo courtesy Manta Ray Dives of Hawaii
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Experience the many flavors of Maui’s
plantation era through innovative Hawaiian,
Chinese, Filipino, Portuguese, Korean and
Japanese cuisine.
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Lunch » 11:30am - 2:30pm
Dinner » 5pm - 9pm
Happy Hour » 3pm - 5pm

beyond, the Big Island at night is certainly
worth exploring.

Regular hula performances and
competition occur at MACC.
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Luana or “Relax” (in Hawaiian) is the
perfect motto for Fairmont’s exclusive inroom magazine, which is distributed at
n
s
the Fairmont Kea Lani on Maui and the
Fairmont Orchid on the Big Island. This
unique magazine provides insight into
historical, adventure, culinary, arts and
cultural happenings on both islands – as
is only available to the guests of these
two venerable Fairmont resorts.
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Fairmont’s in-room
magazine is designed to
enhance, enrich and indulge
Hawai‘i and its spectacular
yet serene surroundings.
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On the Big Island, Kilauea volcano’s blistering lava glows even brighter in
the dark. Photo: Leigh Hilbert, www.Leigh-Hilbert-Photography.com
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NIGHT VISIONS | NOCTURNAL BEAUTY AWAITS ON THE BIG ISLAND

Dedicated to high-quality editorial
and visual content,
HILuxury’s staff of globally-savvy
editors and photographers cater to
Hawaii’s elite.
Featuring exclusive interviews with
the most accomplished residents
and celebrities, breaking news in
fashion, automobiles, social
gatherings and business profiles,
to haute dining finds and off-thebeaten-path travel gems
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Distributed in rooms at the Fairmont
Kea Lani and the Fairmont Orchid,
this beautiful publication is read
from cover to cover. Don’t miss out
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AD DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
TRIM SIZE: 9” X 10.875”
SAFETY: All live matter must be at least 0.25” from trim on all sides.
BINDING: Perfect bound, 10.875” side
Ads not built to exact size will be returned to advertiser for resubmission or
adjusted and charged accordingly.

Trim Size:
Full Page with bleed:

9”w x 10.875”h
9.25”w x 11.125”h

Full Page no bleed:

7.876”w x 9.625”h

Build to trim size (9”w x 10.875”h)
and extend the bleed .125” beyond trim on all sides.

2-Page Spread no bleed:
2-Page Spread with bleed:

18”w x 10.875”h
18.25”w x 11.125”h

Build to trim size (18”w x 10.875”h)
and extend the bleed .125” beyond trim on all sides.

Half Page vertical:

3.844” w x 9.625”h

Quarter Page:

3.844” w x 4.736”h

Minimum size knockout type should be 8 point.
Note: Perfect alignment of type or design across the gutter
of two facing pages cannot be guaranteed.

DIGITAL AD REqUIREMENTS

All ad submissions must be PDF/X-1a files
The PDF/X-1a files must have:
•All fonts embedded.
•CMYK or Grayscale color space. No RGB, LAB or embedded
color profiles (such as ICC profiles).
•All PMS or Pantone colors must be converted to CMYK.
•Resolution: 300 dpi
• Maximum ink density: 300 total.
- All full page ads should be centered on a trim size
document and have marks indicating trim and bleed.
All marks must be outside the trim size document.
Digital files must be submitted with a SWOP certified proof. By choosing not
to supply a SWOP certified proof with this ad submission the color reproduction of the ad will be based on industry standard best practices to achieve as
accurate color as possible from the supplied digital file. If you do not supply a
SWOP certified proof, a laser content proof will be required. Failure to submit
a laser proof may jeopardize the final content within your ad. We will not be
responsible for improperly prepared files.

FILE DELIVERY
http://ftp3.staradvertiser.com
enter your contact email
enter your email
upload file by clicking on “upload” button

For 2013
A sophisticated mix of features appealing to
the upscale international and domestic traveler
covering: Culture, Art, Music, Well-being, Everyday
Luxuries, Jewelry, Restaurants, Food, Activities
and more

Circulation
10,000
Printed annually (August)

Fairmont Kea Lani
Spectacular beaches, gentle ocean
breezes and stunning sunsets at one of
Maui’s most scenic places, the Fairmont
Kea Lani. Maui’s only luxury all-suite
and two and three bedroom ocean front
villas with full kitchens and private
plunge pool; luxury doesn’t get better
than this. Offering 450 rooms with jaw
dropping scenery, this is one of Maui’s
most sought after hotels.
Fairmont Orchid
Tranquil accommodations on the Kohala
Coast will sweep you away as you listen
to the waves crashing along the Hawaiian
shoreline. With 540 guests room and
suites, the Fairmont’s President Club will
pamper you like no other. The Fairmont
Orchid sweeps their guests into an
unforgettable experience like no other.
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